Misery: A Novel

The #1 national bestseller about a famous novelist held hostage by his “number one fan” and
suffering a frightening case of writer’s block—that could prove fatal. One of “Stephen King’s
best…genuinely scary” (USA TODAY).Paul Sheldon is a bestselling novelist who has finally
met his number one fan. Her name is Annie Wilkes, and she is more than a rabid reader—she
is Paul’s nurse, tending his shattered body after an automobile accident. But she is also furious
that the author has killed off her favorite character in his latest book. Annie becomes his
captor, keeping him prisoner in her isolated house. Annie wants Paul to write a book that
brings Misery back to life—just for her. She has a lot of ways to spur him on. One is a needle.
Another is an axe. And if they don’t work, she can get really nasty. “Terrifying” (San
Francisco Chronicle), “dazzlingly well-written” (The Indianapolis Star), and “truly gripping”
(Publishers Weekly), Misery is “classic Stephen King...full of twists and turns and mounting
suspense” (The Boston Globe).
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Written in 1987, Stephen Kings psychological horror novel Misery tells the story of Paul
Sheldon, a best-selling American author of a series of romance novels Misery: A Novel
[Stephen King] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Return to the gripping, suspenseful
classic #1 New York Times bestseller Misery: A Novel: Stephen King: 9781501143106:
Books - . Misery and over one million other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn
more.Misery is a 1987 psychological horror thriller novel by Stephen King. The novel was
nominated for the World Fantasy Award for Best Novel in 1988, and was Billford, Dr.
Character in the Misery Novels. Bollinger, Mrs. Works in the bank that Annie uses. Bonasaro,
Tony, Character in the Sheldon draft of the novel Fast This article is about the novel. For the
film see Misery (film). Misery is the 25th book published by Stephen King it was his 21st
novel, and the 16th novel written Misery. Inspiration: The inspiration for Misery was a short
story by Evelyn Waugh called The Man Who Loved Dickens. It came to me as I dozed off
while on a Misery tells the suspenseful and often gruesome story of novelist Paul Sheldon,
held captive by a psychotic fan. It also offers insight into the public role of a writer Kings new
novel, about a writer held hostage by his self-proclaimed Misery. Stephen King, Author
Viking Books $29.95 (320p) ISBN 978-0-670-81364-3 The Paperback of the Misery: A
Novel by Stephen King at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!The scene in
which author Stephen King describes the antagonist of his novel Misery, Annie, meticulously
cutting off the thumb of the storys protagonist, Paul Paul Sheldon, a talented author famous
mostly for his Misery books (think bodice-ripper romance), has put the finishing touches on
his Great American novel, The page for the Novel Misery. Misery off in his latest book.
Annie keeps Sheldon prisoner while forcing him to write a book that brings Misery back to
life.Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Misery: A Novel at . Read honest
and unbiased product reviews from our users.Anne Marie Wilkes Dugan, usually known as
Annie Wilkes, is a character in the 1987 novel Misery, by Stephen King. In the 1990 film
adaptation of the novel, Misery has no supernatural elements, focusing instead on a story that
is actually desperately sad, and, to my mind, hugely personal to King. - Buy Misery book
online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Misery book reviews & author details and
more at Amazon.in. Free delivery on
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